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The first bulletin of the new season unfortunately begins
with the sad news of Ronnie Alexander’s passing. Ronnie
was the former editor of this bulletin and it was his
encouragement that gave me the confidence to try and take
on the role he’d made his own. At his funeral this theme of
his inspiring confidence in others was repeated several
times. He really will be missed by all who knew him.
Ronnie’s contribution to bridge in Ayrshire goes beyond his
work on the bulletin of course. On page 2 Donnie Graham
gives us an appreciation of Ronnie’s life and a brief overview
of his contribution to bridge in Ayrshire.

The New Season Begins
Some Summer News
During the Summer Ian Burn achieved the rank of Grand Master.
Congratulations Ian, well deserved.
Yvonne Wiseman played for the Scottish ladies team in the
European championships. See pages 4 to 6 for Jim Wilcox’s report
on the Euros.
The numbers were down a little in this year’s Pollok Williamson
competition. It was pretty close right up to the last week but Sam
Malkani and Kate Malkani won the championship and John Kerr
the handicap. Many thanks to Pollok Williamson (Stewart Duguid)
for sponsoring this event.

The ‘What would you bid now?’ feature has a new conductor this
year. Who could possibly fill Stuart McCreadie’s shoes? Not many
is the answer, so we’re extremely pleased that Brian Senior has
agreed to take on the role.
In Brian’s book ‘Conventions Today’ Mark Horton’s Foreword, describes Brian as “……recognised
as one of the best players/writers in the World”. So many thanks to Brian for giving up his time,
and to all the panel for agreeing to put themselves through the new pressure of having such a
prestigious conductor.
Gordon Smith drops out this year, many thanks Gordon for all your wise comments over the last
few years. Yours truly will have a go and see how I get on in his place!

Results……………. 13 - 14
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RONALD ALEXANDER

Ronnie was born in Fenwick on the 20 April 1930 and was brought up by his mother as his
father died before Ronnie was born. He attended Fenwick primary school and Kilmarnock
Academy and subsequently went to Glasgow University where he obtained an honorary degree
in Modern Languages. After qualifying, Ronnie completed his National Service in Cyprus and
on the 30 July 1955 while stationed there, he married Jean, his girlfriend from schooldays.
Their first child, Jenny, was also born in Cyprus.
Ronnie and Jean have four children, Jenny, Sheila, Moira and Robin, six grandchildren, three
boys and three girls and two great grandchildren, a boy and a girl.
After National Service, Ronnie and Jean settled in Irvine where Ronnie taught Modern
Languages and Jean was a Physical Education teacher. Later, Ronnie moved to Glasgow
where, for most of his career, he taught Modern Languages at Strathclyde University.
Ronnie had many and varied interests, hill walking, music and theatre, golf, cycling and of
course most will know him in Ayrshire for his love of bridge. Ann & I had the privilege of
Ronnie and Jean’s company in most of these pursuits. Regarding bridge, he was a longstanding
member of Kilwinning Bridge Club, Kilmarnock Bridge Club, Portland and Troon. He was
also a member of Rothesay Bridge Club and made many friends there. His contribution to
Kilwinning Bridge Club in particular was immense.
As a great supporter of Ayrshire Bridge, Ronnie was one of the founder members of the
Ayrshire Bridge Centre. He was Secretary of the Ayrshire Bridge Union from 1991-94 and
President from 1996-98. Subsequently he did a wonderful job as Bulletin Editor from 20012009 and was appointed a Life Patron of the ABU on his retirement as Editor.
Ronnie’s passing is a huge loss to Ayrshire Bridge and to all who have encountered his charm,
dry wit and skill at the bridge table over the years. Ronnie was an example to us all, both at the
bridge table and also in the conduct of his life. His kindness and helpfulness to others
embodied everything that is best in a life well lived.
Donnie Graham
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A hand and a cautionary tale...

By Janice Thomson

The World Mind Sports Games Olympiad was held, in August this year, in Lille, France. The mind-sports involved
were Chess, Bridge, Go and Draughts. Scotland sent Bridge teams for the Open, Women and Seniors.
Bridge Base Online (BBO) covered the event with daily broadcasts of exciting Bridge played by the top players in
the world. BBO now offers voice commentary (only available using the web client) and such luminaries as Roland
Wald, Larry Cohen and our own Barnet Shenkin, are often there for us to learn from their Bridge wisdom.
At the quarter-final match in the Open event, between Sweden and U.S.A., there was a terrific board to view.
Roland Wald and Larry Cohen were the voice-commentators . There were 6 rounds of 16 boards in this match and
when the last round came along, there was “a happening”. To paint the picture further, Rodwell and Meckstroth
(“Meckwell”) for U.S.A were playing Berthieu and Cullin for Sweden and there was little between them in the imp
totals.“Meckwell” are famous for their light openings and their 23-point 3NT games...usually making !
North

Here is the hand lay-out:
Board 19
E/W Vul.
Dealer: North. (actual directions rotated. Ed.)
Cullin
Bidding:
North
3D
4NT
Pass.

East
Pass
Dbl.

South
3NT
Pass

West
4S
Pass

West

♠ AKT8753
♥ K932
♦♣ 83

♠4
Meckstroth
♥ T6
♦ KQ85432
♣ A62
East
♠ 62
♥ AQ5 Berthieu
♦ J96
♣ QJT97
South
♠ QJ9
♥ J874 Rodwell
♦ AT7
♣ K54

Now, after a few words from the commentators about the bidding, it was clear to them and the kibitzers watching
that all depended on the lead...A small Spade would let the contract home, but a heart would offer the possibility of
a sizeable score for Sweden.
There was an almost tangible silence now from Cohen and Wald and probably from most of the kibitzers around
the world, as we waited, glued to our screens (ironing abandoned here) for the lead !
At last it came...small Heart, taken by the Ace. Now a Spade through to the King. Now another interminable
wait...Would East now cash out and set the contract (for perhaps a poor imp score) or play a small Heart and into
the record books? Into the record books he went and led a small Heart to partner's Queen. Another small Spade
through and 7 down for 1700 to the Swedes. Wows from the commentators ...and from me!
This was the pivotal hand in winning the match for Sweden by 182 imps to 178. A memorable win against one of
the favourites for the title and a hand which will be spoken about and featured in many Bridge books to come.
Sweden now went on to defeat another of the favourites, Monaco, in the semi-final. Monaco is a sponsored team
of top Italian and Norwegian players...as one might expect there are not many Monegasques who are top Bridge
players ! They played Poland in the final and won this match easily to become Olympiad champions.
This story has a little twist in that there is one top Swedish player who might have mixed feelings about this
victory...He is Peter Fredin. Peter was originally selected for the Swedish team but declined the invitation saying
that he did not want to play with beginners...I wonder if this kind of spurred the team a bit?!
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51st European Bridge Team Championships.

By Jim Wilcox

When I heard that the European Team Championships were being held in Dublin in June, I decided that I would
go over and see them first hand. (It was unlikely that I would ever be there as a player)
I took the Stena ferry from Cairnryan to Belfast and drove down to Dublin. It is a very easy drive being mostly
motorway. The only slightly disconcerting things are the tolls. You come to a toll Plaza and pay your 2 euros,
then further on you go under a gantry which says “Please pay your toll before 8p.m. tomorrow”. Apparently there
are cameras monitoring your progress and taking a note of your reg. Number. You have to find a shop which I
duly did and paid my 3 euros. I wondered what would have happened if I had just ignored it. Would they pursue
me back to the UK? I don’t know.
The Championships were held in the CityWest Hotel complex about 15kms out of the city. It was a lovely hotel
and Conference Centre where the bridge was played. I understand the whole place is owned by the Bank of
Scotland and is in receivership – nothing new there then.
On the Monday before the players started to arrive I went in to the city and took the red bus tour.
My first stop was at the Guinness brewery – of course. I sipped my free pint on the top floor with a panoramic
view of the city. Guinness always seems to taste better over there.
Anyway to the bridge. Speaking generally, the Open Team had a disaster finishing last in their section. The ladies
started well but fell away a bit and finished 11th out of 19. The success story was the Seniors team which got the
bronze medal missing out on silver by a whisker. That qualifies them to go to Bali in September 2013 to compete
for the D’Orsi Senior Bowl.
I was only at the Championships for the first week and I spent most of it watching the ladies – why not I hear you
say. I turned out to be a bit of a good luck charm – they won when I was watching.

“Yvonne Wiseman and Fiona
McQuaker preparing for their match
against Germany with the N.P.C.
hovering”

“How many can you get on the
N.P.C.’s bed?”

Continued on page 5
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Continued from page 4 The 12 game for the ladies was against England – the eventual winners of the Gold

Medal.
It was a wild set.

Board 4. Dealer W. All vul.

North

West

♠ J 10 2
♥A5
♦A87
♣QJ943

♠83
♥ 10 8 6 4
♦ K Q J 10 9 3
♣5

East

South

♠KQ6
♥QJ732
♦5
♣ A 10 8 7

♠A9754
♥K9
♦642
♣K62

Open Room
West
Dhondy
1C
Pass
3H
4D
Closed Room
West
Punch
1NT
2H

North
Adamson
2D
Pass
Pass
Pass

East
Senior
2H
Dbl
4C
4H

South
Symons
3D
Pass
Pass
All Pass

North
Brock
Pass
3D

East
McGowan
2D*
Dbl

South
Smith
Pass
All Pass

In the Open Room it was not easy for W to pass her partner’s double of 3D and it appears that there was some
confusion regarding the meaning of 4C. Four Hearts had no realistic chance and on a diamond lead declarer took
the club finesse, eventually finishing 2 down for -200.
In the closed room the commentator could not understand why N didn’t come in to the auction earlier.
East led the K of spades and declarer won with dummy’s ace and returned a spade to East’s Queen.
When E switched to the Q. of hearts declarer elected to put up dummy’s K and when that lost to the A, West
returned the suit, East winning with the J, returned the 2 which was ruffed and over-ruffed. Now a club to East’s
Ace was followed by another heart, allowing W to score another over-ruff. That was 3 down -800. As the
commentator said, losing one overruff may be regarded as a mis-fortune. To lose two looks like carelessness.
Anyway it was 14 imps to Scotland.
The match was very close with England running out winning 16-14.
One of the matches which I watched earlier was against Israel and imps were being thrown about like confetti.
Scotland won 61-8 in imps. In that match Yvonne was playing North and she was very impressive. She played 6
boards as declarer, all in game and made them all – and they were not all lay-downs.
As I said earlier , Scotland’s Seniors came third and a match which kept the momentum going was also against
Israel.
Board 1. Dealer N. Love All.
North

West

♠K4
♥K84
♦Q8654
♣A62

♠QJ98753
♥963
♦97
♣ 10

East

South

♠ A 10
♥ A 10 7
♦ 10 3
♣KJ9873

♠62
♥QJ52
♦AKJ2
♣Q54

How many of you would open 3 spades with the N.
Hand.
Israel did and the Scottish E and W were stuck. They
defended 3S for 1 off and +50.
In the other room Derek Diamond sitting N didn’t
open and
Israel reached the correct 3NT for 11 tricks and
+460.
That was a bad result for Scotland but they recovered
and
ran out winners by 17-13.
Continued on page 6
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Continued from page 5
I must now turn away from Scotland because one of the most eagerly awaited matches in the open Series was
Italy V Monaco. When you have household names like Versace, Helness, Lauria, Helgemo, Nunes and Fantoni
playing in the same match it promised to be a classic. It turned out to be a high scoring match with Italy winning
79-46 or 22-8 V.P’s.
Board 2 showed that even they don’t always get it right.
Board 2. Dealer E. N/S Vul.
Open Room
West
Nunes(M)

North

West

♠J986
♥ K 10 2
♦AKQ98
♣9

♠ K 10 3
♥9
♦ 10 6 3
♣QJ7654

East

South

♠Q542
♥Q87
♦J754
♣32

♠A7
♥AJ6543
♦2
♣ A K 10 8

North
Bacchi(I)

East
Fantoni(M)
Pass

South
Madala(I)
1H

Pass
5C

3D
Pass

Dble
6C

Closed Room
West
Versace(I)

North
Helness(M)

Dble
2S

Pass
Pass

East
Lauria(I)
Pass
1S
Pass

2D
Pass
All Pass

South
Helgemo(M)
1H
2H
3C

All Pass

6 clubs rolled in for +1390 and Monaco could only get +170 and 15 imps to Italy.
As the commentator said maybe something special happened of which we were not aware.
The most impressive thing about these championships for me was the technology on display. It was incredible. In
the vu-graph room only one screen was dedicated to showing a match. The other three were showing up-dates of
all the other matches going on in all the Series so you were able to see how all the other teams were doing. Also,
all over the complex screens were keeping you up to date with scores, positions, next matches etc. By the time
players from both rooms congregated to score up they were able to print off a full score-card of their match to
check. Amazing. Also I never cease to be amazed at the proficiency of the teams behind the scenes. Every
morning when you came down for breakfast, copies of the daily bulletin were there, all 24 pages.
I couldn’t finish without telling you two Irish jokes.
When a member of staff appeared to be slightly the worse for wear, a player enquired if he might have over
imbibed the previous night
Did you drink Guinness? He enquired.
‘Yes’
‘Any wine?’
‘No, I never mix beer and wine’
‘All it takes is an extra glass’.

An Irishman was taking his driving test. The instructor asked him
‘What happens if there is a single yellow line on the kerb?’
That’s easy – you can’t park there at all’, replied the Irishman proudly.
‘But what if it’s a double yellow line?’ said the instructor.
‘Ah, that’s even easier, you can’t park there at all at all’
Happy Days !
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An Open Forum for anyone who would like to submit any
opinions, questions, gossip, suggestions, comments, abuse………
(Submissions can be sent by email to : james_tudor@msn.com, or phone me on 01563 830130)
I thought the Pollok Williamson evenings were much noisier this year than previously. Are we getting so
old that we need to bellow? Bridge players should be serene and not heard.
Dez Abelle
Why weren’t the Pollok Williamson results on the website on the evening of the sessions? They have
been for the last couple of years.
Mrs Cores
Teething problems with the new PC Mrs Cores, ……Ed.
At the Club secretaries meeting there was again the question of changing the Ayrshire pairs format so
that people wouldn’t have to miss club nights. Surely there must be a workable solution to this?
Millie Tant
I read over the latest entries in the "Improve your bridge" section of the A.B.U. web site. The two articles
I read dealt with coping with "complex" bidding systems used by opponents at the table, namely
Precision and 5-card Major systems. Many of those who play these particular systems would perhaps not
agree that they were complex.
However, this said, I wish this sort of upfront information had been available when I was a new player. I
just learnt by constantly reading, asking and observing and of course, most of all, playing. I do remember
someone saying, when I asked, that their double was "Sputnik". They might well have talked of going to
the Moon as far as I was concerned. Hence, though, a learning situation.
The advice given in each resumé is excellent and simply put in an understandable way. New players, with
these articles, are getting free teaching and excellent teaching at that...and no long notes to cope with.
They might not choose to make their own game "complex" but it is good to know what others are playing
system-wise.
Bo Peep
You may remember last year I suggested that players could enter as many heats of the Ayrshire Pairs as
they wish and their best score would count. This was to stop people missing their regular club night
if they had already played in a heat at another club. I feel those who play at several clubs are the
backbone of the Ayrshire bridge scene.
However, although my idea had some support it was felt to be impractical.
I have an alternative suggestion..........
Perhaps those who have to miss the Troon Club on Mon 15th could be reminded that they could play as
visitors at Bruce or Savoy that night.
Those who have to miss Riggs or Kilwinning on Thurs 25th Oct could be reminded that they could play
at St Leonard's that night.
Those who have to miss Kyle on Friday 12th Oct could be reminded that they could play at Kilmarnock
that night.
Those who have to miss Prestwick on Tues 9th Oct would be welcomed at Newton Stewart but would
have a long drive!
Ian Dalziel
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A VISIT TO RHODES WITH THE SCOTTISH JUNIORS

by Stewart Duguid

I recently had the pleasure of going to Rhodes with the Juniors to play
in the annual Greek bridge union’s national tournament; there were
seven of them attended by the new Junior Co-ordinator Jenny Cooper
and her friend Moira making a total of 9 and one more was needed to
make up the numbers.
The main team comprised the The Wisemans, whom we all know,
with Stewart Pinkerton (my grandson) and his partner Jun
Nakamara- Pinder; these four played well and came out top as
the best junior team. They were awarded a prize of ?OO euros
between them,(best not to say how much as it was a lot more than
they would have got for any tournament in Britain) - so well done for them.

along
Jun
Yvonne Wiseman & Stewart Duguid

Yvonne and Ralph did well in the mixed pairs and were again in the money (enough said ). It will be the first
occasion when any juniors playing under the Scottish Banner will have come home showing a profit.
I played with Ruaridh Ellison (he has two older brothers who have also played for the juniors); he was a lovely lad,
so polite - far too nice to be playing with me. Our other pair was Alisdair McLeod and Stephan Rose so we could
not qualify as juniors.
The Greek Bridge Union could not have been more generous, friendly or helpful towards us. They also put up prize
money of 50,000.00 Euros which attracted some of the top players around. The standard of bridge was
exceptionally high and was most enjoyable; some of the juniors were of a very high standard indeed, so our
youngsters can hold their heads up high.
On the down side, it was nothing to be playing a hand and have someone’s phone ringing at the table; they would
just answer it, conduct a quick conversation and carry on as if nothing had happened. This continued all week and
nobody seemed to bother. Also - Convention Cards , what are they??
On a lighter note, I was playing in the mixed pairs with a lady from Libya who was named Gladys (another story) my grandson, who had nobody to play with in that day’s mixed competition (there were twice as many men as
ladies), was kibitzing me. We were scheduled to play a gentleman whose name is Versace, and for those people
who don’t know who he is………. Italian, and one of the top six players in the world. He turned out to be, like
myself, a perfect gentleman as, when I asked him if he would mind if my grandson partnered me against him for the
two boards (I had first asked my partner if she would mind), he smiled and said “delighted” -they were very lax
about rules. So it was a real treat for young Stewart to play against one of the best players in the world even if it
was just for two boards. I am ashamed to say I could have done better.
The Juniors were a credit to us all - polite, mannerly, and always on time although they have no idea that I did
know what they got up to when they left us at night to go back to their accommodation and where, and with whom,
they went later, but we had agreed Quid pro Quo……………………………..
Lovely kids, with Yvonne being the mother
hen, a role which she was born for.
Proud to have been with them.
Left to right
Stephan Rose..Ruaridh Ellison....Alisdair
McLeod...Stewart Pinkerton...
Kirzstof Martin ( Polish Champion)
Yvonne Wiseman...
Ralph Wiseman..... Jun Nakamara- Pinder
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What would you bid now?
By Brian Senior
This is my first set as conductor and one difference you may notice straight away is that I tend to mark the
minority choices less generously than previously. My apologies to anyone who is disappointed by that, I am a
Yorkshireman and someone once described a Yorkshireman to me as ‘a Scotsman with the generous streak
removed’. I am sure that we all understand that Scots and Yorkshiremen are merely careful, and there is nothing
wrong with that.
The basic system is Acol (incorporating 3 Weak 2s, so 2C is the only forcing opener) with a 12-14 NT; Stayman;
red suit transfers over 1NT/2NT; weak jump overcalls; RKCB; splinters.
In competition: negative/responsive/competitive doubles/support doubles and redoubles; Lebensohl after an
overcall of our 1NT and after our takeout double of their weak two’s. Michaels.
To add interest, marks will be awarded out of ten. The bid with the most votes will automatically receive 10
marks. To break a tie, I will use my casting vote. I will use my discretion to award the other marks. If I like a bid, I
will give it a high mark even though there are not many votes for it.
Here are the problems. Decide your answers first and read on…

① South
♠ Q43
♥J
♦ AK983
♣ Q542

N-S vul; imps
W N E S
- 1H 1S 2D
P
3H P ?

②

South
♠4
♥ K4
♦ QJ6543
♣ 8762

E-W vul ; imps
W N E
S
- 1H 2H* P
3S 4D 4S ?
*Spades & a minor

We seem to be unclear about the
system. We are playing Acol. What
N-S vul; imps
that means is that the 2D response,
Dealer North
which has not been disturbed by the
1S intervention, means exactly the
W N E S
South
same as it would in an uncontested
- 1H 1S 2D
♠ Q43
auction, maybe 10+ or 9 HCP with a
- 3H P ? long suit, and forcing for one round.
♥J
It follows that partner has to jump to
♦ AK983
force us to bid again – we could pass
♣ Q542
a 2H response. The 3H rebid
certainly shows a decent six-card
Marks: 3S – 10, 4H – 8, 5H – 5.
suit, but it need not be selfStewart : 4H
1H – 3H
supporting, and the overall strength
shows a good self-supporting suit
is merely sufficient to force to game.
so I have no problem bidding
That leaves 4H as a possible rebid on
4H. My HJ must be a big card
the South cards but, holding a near
Can’t see any more in it.
minimum for the initial 2D response,
5H looks to be a distinct overbid –
Ian : 5H
I assume that the 2D
and I think that Ian is doubleresponse is quite strong and
crossing himself. Surely, if 2D was
forcing, i.e. hands worth one bid
quite strong and forcing, South has
in diamonds would double first.
nothing to spare so should not be
In this case 3H will show a selfjumping around now?
supporting suit and a strong hand.
I bid 5H which will presumably
Sam: 4H
Singleton honour is
ask Partner to bid 6H if he can
enough to support partner’s good six
hold the spade suit to one loser. I
or longer suit. No other bid seems
know we might also have a club
logical, and 3NT is a stab in the dark.
loser but if I was frightened of the
3NT is indeed a stab in the dark, but
dark I wouldn't go out at night.
there is a bid which caters to no

Problem 1.

③ South

E-W vul; imps
W N E S
- - 1D
3H X* P ?

♠ AK94
♥ AJ
♦ AT854
*Take out
♣ KT

trump without being so committal.
Jim: 3S
3NT may be our best
spot; With a spade stop and poorish
hearts I’d expect partner to bid 3NT.
If North has Kx in spades then better
if an opening spade lead comes round
to him/her. With nothing in spades
partner can rebid hearts, show
diamond support or even show a club
suit.
Sandy: 3S
An immediate 3NT
could flop with a spade lead and a top
spade honour to your left no matter
how strong partner is so consult him
and let him choose which game.
Janice: 3S.
Let's see if partner
can take 3NT. If not, a heart contract
cannot be too bad.
I think the 3S bidders have the right
of it. Four Hearts will often be a
good spot, and I am not particularly
concerned about holding only the
bare jack of trump but when partner
has an independent spade stopper
there is a danger of ruffs, and that is
the main reason to keep 3NT in the
picture.
Continued on page 10
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continued from page 9

Problem 2
E-W vul; imps ; Dealer North

South
♠4
♥ K4
♦ QJ6543
♣ 8763
Marks:

W N E S
- 1H 2H* P
3S 4D 4S ?
*Spades & a minor

6D – 10, 4NT – 8, 5D – 6,

5H – 5.

Sam: 5D
I am very tempted to
bid six as my points are all in the
right places. Call me chicken!
OK. Cluck, cluck!
Stewart: 5H
Partner must be
5/6, 4/5 in hearts and diamonds and,
as I have no defensive values, I will
bid 5H hoping 6D is not a make.
Sorry Stewart, but I don’t understand
5H at all. Surely we belong in
diamonds. There could even be a
natural heart loser in a heart
contract. And I think partner must
have at least five-five in the red suits.
The rest were more optimistic.
Janice: 4NT
My hand suddenly
got to be huge and partner has a big
two-suiter. So, 4NT for diamonds
(0314). In essence, I prefer a diamond
contract as if it ends in hearts,
opposition could perhaps engineer
diamond ruffs at the outset. I feel I
have to make some sort of move. This
game is like Pandora's Box at times...
Sandy: 4NT
The obvious 5D
will only get 5S from the opponents
then I will bid 6D anyway so I might
as well RKCB in diamonds and look
for the slam with such a fit.
Well, if you really think you are going
to have to bid 6D in a minute anyway,
why not just bid it now and let the
opposition take the last guess?
Jim: 6D
At first glance 5D
seems automatic, but the problem is

that the cat will then be out of the
bag! West will be able to re-evaluate
his/her hand with the new knowledge
that their side have a double fit in
spades and clubs. So he is more likely
to compete to 5S which could quite
easily make. The jump to 6D makes it
more difficult for the opponents (I
hope!). From the bidding there’s
every chance that partner could be
void in clubs in which case 6D might
make. And if the opponents bid 6S?
Over to you partner!
Ian : 6D
If 4D does not show
diamonds partner is too good for me
and he may still bid 6H which I won't
mind.
If 4D doesn’t show diamonds partner
is too good for all of us.
Making the opposition take the last
guess is a good long-term strategy.
Everyone seems to be assuming that
partner is strong, and in
distributional terms he surely is. But
at this vulnerability he may not be
quite as good as we are all hoping, as
he may have introduced his second
suit in hope of finding a diamond
sacrifice. Still, I would jump to 6D.
The South hand is absolutely
enormous facing partner’s auction.
Problem 3.
E-W vul; imps; dealer South.

South
♠ AK94
♥ AJ
♦ AT854
♣ KT

W N E S
- - 1D
3H X* P ?
* Take out

choice of action.
I don’t believe that partner has
guaranteed four spades – at this
level he has to double with less
than ideal shape or he gets shut
out of the auction too often – but I
do expect a decent hand from him,
sufficient to be prepared to play at
the four level facing a minimum
opening when I don’t have four
spades. So he may not have four
spades but should be about 10+
HCP.
Unlike a number of the panel, I
don’t believe that a 4H cuebid
from us at this point necessarily
promises spades – merely a gamegoing hand.. However:
Sam: 4H
This bid must show
slam interest in spades.
Janice: 4H
I hope this heart
cue is showing tacit spade
agreement. I have doubts re a 3S
bid as per the forcing-nature and
anyway, does it in any way show
the strength of my hand ?
Sandy: 4H
A cue bid agreeing
spades which partner should have
for his double, although partners
sometimes don’t have what they
should have! Hopefully partner
will now go slamming opposite
this massive hand.
Stewart: 4H
I will bid 4H,
suggesting four spades and a big
hand. If partner bids 5C then I
bid 5D and he should now have the
full picture.

Jim: 4H
I could pass for
penalties but at this vulnerability
I’ll assume West isn’t a lunatic and
Ian: 4S
I have an excellent
doesn’t expect to go off too many,
hand but don't want to hang my
so I bid 4H. Bidding 3S would not
partner for competing. Four Hearts is
be forcing. We may well have a
a possibility but since I don't know
spade fit but the chances of a bad
my partner has four spades , 4S –
trump split increase after the
final answer.
vulnerable pre-empt. So need to
Marks: 4H – 10, 4S - 8.

Ian is out on his own. I don’t agree
with his choice, but I think he is
nearer the mark than some of the
others for all that I prefer their

Continued on Page 11
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Continued from page 10
bear this in mind if thinking about
slamming.
I’m with Jim. Though I do not
believe that we are guaranteed to
have a spade fit, the hand is too
strong to do other than cuebid.
The decision will come at our
next turn. When this hand came
up in the recent World Youth
Teams Championships, both
Souths cuebid 4H and, when
partner now bid 4S, raised to 5S
to invite slam. North bid 6S and it
was cold.

The first few pages of ‘Conventions Today’ (the book of Brian’s I
mentioned on page 1) can be found on the internet, as a taster, to see
if it’s the kind of book that would suit you. The address is :
http://www.archiviobridge.it/ConventionsTo_s.pdf
Ed.

Weak Excuses for Weak 2s
In the last year or two I’ve noticed a number of improving players experimenting with weak 2 openers where
previously they’d played basic Acol. Sometimes I’ve also noticed unwise weak 2 openings!
A weak 2 opener normally shows 6-9 points and a 6 card major. But there are numerous hands which fit into that
category but are unsuitable for opening a weak 2. As Dealer what would you open with these four hands? :

A ♠42
♥J98743
♦KQ4
♣Q6

B ♠QT8763
♥JT952
♦A
♣3

C ♠KQJT63
♥642
♦A97
♣6

D ♠AJ83
♥ K 8 6 4 32
♦7
♣83

I would suggest you don’t open a weak 2 with any of these four. Here’s my reasoning :
‘A’ – Suit not good enough. Although you’re trying to disrupt your opponent’s bidding you also don’t want to
mislead your partner.
‘B’ – The Spade suit is just about good enough, in my book anyway, but the distribution is all wrong. Better to
wait and see if partner can open or if the opponents bid then you can come into the bidding. With weak 2 suited
hands it’s generally best to pass initially then come into the bidding on the next round, if appropriate.
‘C’ – Hand is too good. Some prefer to have the range for a weak 2 as 6-10 points but really thereare not many 10
point hands with a 6 card major that you wouldn’t open at the one level. Open 1S with this hand.
‘D’ – As a general principal it’s better not to open a weak 2 (or 3 level pre-empt) when holding 4 in the other
major. This hand has a 4 card spade suit, plus the 6 card heart suit is pretty moth eaten. So pass.
When playing a new system it’s natural to want to try out the new bids at every opportunity. But to get the most
from the weak 2s stick to the principles and don’t be afraid to pass when you’re uncertain.
The above expands on one of the themes from the weekly Ayrshire post articles. If people would like me to
continue enlarging on topics covered in the newspaper then let me know.
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Extracts from August’s
DecemberNovember’s

+ News
Leagues

Congress-ional honour
Tom Lindsay will run next year’s
Ayrshire Congress. Well done
Donnie Graham for his successful
running in recent years.

Diamond Geaser
Eddie McGeough will be the
convenor for this year’s
Diamond Trophy. A heat will be
held at Prestwick on Sunday 14th
October.

Open Day

This was held on Saturday 1st
September. This year’s event was
run in conjunction with the Ayrshire
Doors Open day. It attracted 20
visitors. Thanks to all who helped on
the day.

The leagues have reduced to
13 teams this year. 7 in the
first division and 6 in the
second.
There was a suggestion that
the match format could be
changed next year to play 6
boards against each pair.
Thoughts folks?

Ian Stewart cup
…….for the person who has
achieved the most in National
competitions over the past year,
was awarded to Henry Crone for
his second place in the Shenkin
individual final.

Pad or Mate
A discussion took place on whether to
replace the bridgemates or not. It’s
hoped to trial the new “Bridge Pads”
to see how they compare with the
“Bridgemates” but we may not replace
just yet. Any thoughts readers?

Junior Class
The possibility of starting an
after schools bridge class for
youngsters was discussed.
Headmasters to be contacted
for their thoughts on this.

Ann Galt

Shed the shed, or not?
At the back of the bridge centre there is a brick shed attached to the
building. Question raised whether to dismantle or use. After a
group inspection it was decided to utilise the space for storage once
it had been weather proofed.

This year’s Ann Galt charity is
to be Sutherland house which
provides services and support
to people with learning
difficulties.

300 Club, £25 Winners
May
Jun
Jul

M McLure (24)
M McLure (24)
S Duguid (123)

Aug

E McGlinchey (90)

E Munro (136)
J Cleland (101)
Riggs BC (31)
Kilmarnock BC (114)

Congratulations to Beryl Docherty and Janette
Bruce on winning the Kenny MacKay Hospice
pairs in May. They played at the Bruce club and
scored 71.43%

W Blake (81)
A Morgan (188)
K Horn (84)
F McMeekin (169)

Apologies Again to the Bruce and Doon
clubs; their club days have been published
incorrectly in the new Ayrshire syllabus for the
second year in a row! The correct days are:
Bruce – Monday evenings
Doon – Tuesday afternoons

We Need your Opinion.
At the Club secretaries meeting in August a number of issues were raised for the ABU council
to discuss. There was a discussion on competitons in Ayrshire and how they could be
improved/changed and what deters players from entering. At the forthcoming ABU council
meeting a draft Opnion survey will be discussed which will be passed on to members to get their
feedback on some of the issues raised. The results of the survey and the resulting changes will
be communicated back through the bulletin and website.
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SBU President Visits Ayrshire District

By Henry Crone

The newly-elected President of the Scottish Bridge Union, Mike Ash, stated clearly in his inaugural remarks at the
SBU AGM on 29 May that he intended visiting each district to meet SBU members. He has clearly-stated aims to
inform members of SBU policies and to seek their views on the conduct of SBU business. Ayrshire District
invited him to play in a round of the Pollok Williamson summer competition at the Ayrshire Bridge Centre on 1
August and to meet Ayrshire District members for discussions the following morning.
After being hosted for a round of golf and lunch on the Wednesday afternoon Mike was pleased to post a
creditable performance at the bridge table by gaining third place in partnership with Stewart Duguid. Attendance
at the Thursday morning meeting was disappointing but a few of the Ayrshire clubs were represented and there
was sufficient support to ensure a lively discussion.
Mike opened the meeting by outlining his aims as President and reminded us that he does encourage personal
contact, questions, and comment by email at president@sbu.org.uk
The topic which generated most discussion and which has been a subject of concern to most secretaries for some
time was the registration of masterpoints. Although no resolution was achieved Mike made it very clear that he
was fully aware of problems and that they would be resolved during his tenure of office. Issue of masterpoints to
members is an important source of revenue for the SBU and members were assured that the process will be
reformed such that it is conducted in a manner acceptable to all.
The subject of over-production of brochures and other documents came from the floor and was noted. The
President stated that the whole subject of communication between the SBU and members was under review; the
planned visits to the districts were clearly going to raise new thoughts on improving communications. This
discussion led naturally into the development of technology and the role of IT in communication. Some
interesting views were offered and there was much, including new ideas, for Mike Ash to consider.
The subject of on-line bridge, particularly as a means of arresting the decline of competitive bridge, was
interesting. The SBU has previously considered this issue and will continue to review developments. The on-line
situation is being looked at by many bridge unions and there would need to be an international consensus - the
debate is open but unlikely to be resolved soon.
It was made clear that members frequently ask “What does the SBU do for me?” and club officials are not always
able to put forward strong or convincing arguments in support of SBU aims. Mike Ash had clear views on the
issue and undertook to outline and distribute to districts his answer to that question.
Those who attended were grateful for the opportunity to put forward their views and it was refreshing to see such
willingness on the part of the SBU to consult with the membership. Jim Wilcox thanked Mike Ash for making
himself available and wished him success in his presidency.

Adamson Cup (for Club Champions)
This year won by Prestwick’s Anne Boyd and
Margaret Little.
1 Anne Boyd & Margaret Little
60.76
2 Jim & Betty Watson
58.33
3 Stuart McCreadie & Jack Lowe
56.60
4 Ken & Thelma Ling
55.90
5 Stewart Duguid & Sandy Anderson 54.86
6 Kate & Sam Malkani
53.82
7 Donnie Graham & E Borland
52.78
8 Jim & Alison Tudor
51.74

9 Derick McMeekin & Jack Cree
48.61
10 Kath Horn & Isobel Hollingsworth 46.79
11 Ron & Vera Lupton
46.18
12 Iain & Anne Bannatyne
45.51
13 Ann Braid & Sam McNair
45.14
14 Nan Tait & Mary Thomson
38.19
15 Dave Merrilees & Willie Wallace 35.42
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Results
Pollok Williamson Competition
Chapionship

Average, 12 best scores. Handicap
1st John Kerr
1st = Kate Malkani, Sam Malkani
58.07%
2= Stephen Cole
3 Stuart McCreadie
57.30%
2= Bill Ramsay
4 Stoian Kableshkov
57.28%
4 Libby Crone
5 Sandy Anderson
57.17%
5 Stewart Pinkerton
6 Frances Murphy
57.13%
6 Henry Crone
7 Stewart Duguid
56.39%
7= Nancy Morgan
8 Stewart Pinkerton
56.29%
7= Irene Sword
9 Janice Thomson
56.21%
10 Pauline Phillips
56.51%

Viking Pairs 5

th

September

Average, 12 best scores.
65.00%
63.90%
63.90%
63.40%
62.30%
61.40%
61.30%
61.30%

Viking Teams Wednesday 12th September

1

Jean Cunningham & Angela Knox

63.45

2

Sam & Kate Malkani

62.59

3

Fiona Abbott & Pauline Phillips

61.74

4

Sandra & Ralph Wiseman

61.55

5

David & Yvonne Wiseman

61.36

6

Ian Burn & Bobby Moore

60.49

7

Ian Adamson & J. McClymont

55.87

8

Donnie & Ann Graham

54.20

9

Stoian Kableshkov & Andy Raeburn

53.41

10

Jim & Alison Tudor

52.80

11

Fred Dean & Valerie Wood

50.17

12

Frances Murphy & Rita Stuart

49.30

13

Eddie McGeough & Janice Thomson

49.13

14

Bill Ramsay & Jean Parker

48.48

15

Thomson & John Kerr

47.03

16

Margaret & Tom Bonnes

46.97

17

Nancy Morgan & Irene Sword

44.13

18

David & Ira Clement

43.75

19

Sharon Lindsay & Maureen Rennie

43.56

20

Sandy Anderson & Stewart Duguid

43.53

21

Elizabeth McGlinchey & Isabel Miller

42.61

22

Peter Easton & Steve Gray

42.05

23

Ann Braid & Jim Wilcox

39.16

24

Stewart McKechnie & Stephen Cole

39.02

25

Nicé McKell & Ann Fraser

33.39

Total
VPs
1
2
3
4=
4=
6
7

8
9
10
11
12

Thomson Kerr & John Kerr
Henry Crone & Stephen Cole
Donnie & Anne Graham
Andrew Pelling & Jim Hendry
Ian Burn & Bobby Moore
Janice Thomson & Eddie McGeough
Ann Braid & Margaret Brown
Stoian Kableshkov & Andy Raeburn
Barbara Gaw & Lynn Drummond
Russell McClymont & Chris Laraway
Sandy Anderson & Stewart Duguid
Kate & Sam Malkani
Yvonne & David Wiseman
Ralph & Sandra Wiseman
J. McClymont & Ian Adamson
Jim Wilcox & Jack Cleland
Finlay Kerr & Elma Munro
David & Ira Clement
John Haslehurst & Frances Duck
Irene Sword & Nancy Morgan
Frances Murphy & Rita Stuart
Ann Fraser & Nice McKell
Maureen Rennie & Sharon Lindsay
Bill Ramsay & Jean Parker

134
127
126
125
125
115
112

107
105
85
82
77

